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Abstract. This study examines the murder and abuse of children in Canada in
the context of the commonplace of much violence and death and explores the
shifting response of observers over more than a century. A review of the cases
of three children who died at the hands of their caregivers in the late 20th cen-
tury exposes mainstream and official preoccupation with the failures of indi-
viduals and of welfare systems rather than with the systemic disadvantage
experienced by mothers and children alike.
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Résumé. Ce texte situe le meurtre et la maltraitance des enfants au Canada
dans le contexte généralement banalisé de la violence et de la mort, et explore
comment les réactions des observateurs se sont transformées pendant plus
d’un siècle. Un examen des cas de trois enfants morts aux mains de ceux qui en
avaient charge à la fin du XXe siècle, fait ressortir la focalisation des préoccu-
pations dominantes et officielles sur l’échec des individus et des services soci-
aux, plutôt que sur les handicaps systémiques vécus par les mères et les enfants.
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Every child’s death from abuse or neglect diminishes us all, and every child’s
unexpected death needs to be examined carefully. In addition to any other inves-
tigations into a child’s death by police, a coroner, or in legal proceedings, we have
the right to expect that every suspicious or unexpected death of a child in the
child welfare system be reviewed in a timely, thoughtful, and impartial manner,
with a view to learning lessons that can guide protection, parenting and care-
giving practice in the future, so that similar tragedies can be avoided.1
Despite its up-to-date chronicling of BC’s child welfare failures, this
2006 condemnation by the distinguished jurist, the Honourable Ted
Hughes, might fairly have been written at any time and in any Canadian
jurisdiction since Confederation in 1867. While always a minority phe-
nomenon,2 child abuse and death are not new. Only in the last decades
of the 20th century, however, did Canadians grow uncomfortably famil-
iar with public investigations and headlines featuring young victims.
Canadian historians, other scholars, and public commentators in general
have rarely given the longer tragic tradition the careful examination rec-
ommended by Hughes. The significant exception is important work by
Marie-Aimée Cliché who has charted the evolution of attitudes to the
punishment of children in Quebec. In particular, she has identified the
symbolic significance of the child martyr, evoked especially in the case of
Aurore Gagnon, murdered by her father and stepmother in 1920, and
again in 46 deaths from 1953-65, in encouraging more humane treat-
ment of children. This paper traces a related story in English Canada,
although it does not discover any single murder with the same sym-
bolic value attached to 10-year-old Aurore. It too, however, tries to situ-
ate the murder and abuse of individual youngsters in the context of the
recurring domestic abuse of children, a tale that Annalee Lepp also has
exposed in detail for Ontario before 1920.3 Cliché’s and Lepp’s emphasis
on household failures are further consistent with modern estimates such
as that by the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics which concluded
that parents committed 88% of child and youth homicides between 1991
and 1999.4
The story here is told in three stages. First, it considers violence and
mortality as long-time facts of life for girls and boys and a critical back-
drop to child abuse and death in particular. Second, it explores the shift-
ing response of observers in English Canada, expert and popular, to the
neglect, abuse and death of girls and boys over more than a century.
Finally, it reviews the cases of three youngsters whose manner of death
made them the subject of public scrutiny at the end of the 20th century.
Like Hughes’s inquiry, it chronicles recurring unwillingness to address
disadvantage, both of the children themselves and of the women, often
mothers, who have frequently been both victims and perpetrators.
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AT HOME WITH VIOLENCE AND DEATH
For all the moral panics over juvenile, gang, and internet violence in
the 1990s and 2000s, life is in fact safer for most modern Canadians,
including children who have benefited from generally growing repug-
nance to aggression and support for human rights. For much of
Canada’s history brutality was, however, enshrined in much law and
custom. Wives could be beaten. Prisoners could be whipped. Animals
could be tortured. Youngsters could be battered. Groups designated
inferior and properly subordinate to mainstream masculinity regularly
found themselves targets of fists, boots, and instruments of domination
that ranged from native residential schools, reformatories and asylums to
the militia and the RCMP. Abusive individuals might act seemingly alone
but they frequently embodied pervasive assumptions of the legitimate
authority of some peoples over others. While it is easy to recognize lead-
ing offenders as adult men of European origin, those in other words
who monopolized much power, the contagion of violence has been
endemic, affecting all relations. When it comes to youngsters in their
direct care, adult women have sometimes been actors in a cultural script
that too often takes violence for granted.
For many years, Canadian legislation offered considerable protection
for aggression. In 1892 the new Canadian Criminal Code captured pre-
vailing opinion in affirming both corporal and capital punishment.5 Chil-
dren, like others in subordination such as women and prisoners, were
especially subject to the Code’s legitimation of physical discipline. Sec-
tion 43, sometimes dubbed “the spanking law,” gave parents, guardians,
teachers, and masters of apprentices the right to employ force in disci-
plining youngsters.6 Despite significant objections over the next cen-
tury, this provision for “reasonable” correction has only slowly been
called into question. 
In 1955, the Code was slightly, albeit notably, amended to omit mas-
ters of apprentices from its protection. In the closing years of the 20th
century various provincial and territorial governments excluded schools
and daycares from its shelter.7 In 1994 Quebec pioneered the elimination
of the “right of correction” from its Civil Code. Canada’s ratification in
1991 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, with
its commitment to freedom from physical violence, exemplified growing
reservations. Modern scholarship that emphasized the threats posed to
victims’ long-term well-being and the negative consequences to society
in general made the case for repudiation of corporal punishment all the
more convincing.8 So too did the finding of the 2001 Canadian Incidence
Study of Child Abuse and Neglect which revealed that 69% of “all substan-
tiated physical abuse cases resulted from ‘over’ discipline.”9 Two years
later, a national survey suggested that a majority of Canadians were
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nursing new reservations about old practices: 69% agreed that school-
teachers should be prohibited from physically punishing pupils and
51% included parents within the prohibition.10
For all such shifting opinion, Canadians sometimes remained reluctant
converts. Many respondents to the 2003 survey, for instance, awaited
convincing proof of the shortcomings of physical discipline.11 This cred-
ibility gap could have significant repercussions: another poll at much the
same time reported that 55% of its sample found it difficult to “report
actual or suspected abuse by someone they knew.”12 Hesitation was famil-
iar. Sometimes it could be driven by intimidation as when Ontario’s
Superintendent of Neglected and Dependent Children observed in 1911
that “toleration” was “often inspired by fear of personal harm.”13 Reluc-
tance to intervene could not, however, be explained solely by concerns
with personal safety. Families were commonly considered protected sites,
where strangers in particular should be loathe to pry. In such a climate,
Section 43 regularly found champions. As late as 2004 a majority decision
of the Supreme Court of Canada declared that provisions for corporal dis-
cipline did not violate the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.14
Some degree of pain at the hands of adults was still assumed to be a
near-necessary part of growing up for many children.
Violence survived into the 21st century as a relic of a hard world in
which high levels of child mortality were assumed to be similarly natu-
ral and even to be expected as part of the human condition. Deaths from
poverty, epidemics, accidents, and endemic violence dogged Canadi-
ans well into the modern period. Especially before the advent of sulfa
drugs in the late 1930s, a certain degree of fatalism, assuaged for some by
religious belief, about young casualties was understandable. Such a
response helped underpin commonplace failure to report all deaths or to
ascribe exact cause or blame.15 As late as 2006, a study for BC’s Children
and Youth Review concluded the “regular and formal review of deaths
and critical injuries of children” in Canada and the provinces was still rel-
atively recent. The US, the pioneer in such matters, had initiated review
teams with Los Angeles taking the lead in 1978. In 1995 BC’s Gove
Inquiry into the death of six-year-old Matthew Vaudreuil endeavoured
to set a higher Canadian standard by recommending a dedicated
appraisal process.16 Many provinces and territories began at much the
same time to implement procedures for investigating child and youth
deaths but their tenure could be uncertain as British Columbia discov-
ered when Gordon Campbell’s Liberal government axed the Children’s
Commission with its reporting mandate in 2002.17
Despite imprecision, the minimum numbers of deaths of Canadian
youngsters are brutal enough. At least 832,193 Canadians under one
year of age are known to have died between 1921 and 1974. By 2000 a
further 71,935 had met their end. When those between 1 and 18—some
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71,464 children and young people between 1975 and 200018—are
included, catastrophe clearly haunted many families. Between 1991 and
1995, 2,665 Canadian children aged 1-14 died of intentional and non-
intentional injuries.19 In such a context, non-accidental child death could
readily be obscured and overlooked.
While overall child and youth mortality rates dropped dramatically
over the 20th century, disadvantaged groups, notably Indigenous com-
munities and the poor more generally, have generally been overrepre-
sented.20 As a 2001 UNICEF study of child mortality in rich countries
confirmed, “the likelihood of a child being injured or killed appears to be
strongly associated with such factors as poverty, single parenthood, low
maternal education, low maternal age at birth, poor housing, large fam-
ily size, and parental drug or alcohol abuse.”21 One landmark study
fairly concluded that the assumption that child abuse is “classless” can be
rightly dubbed a myth, albeit a convenient one that redirects scrutiny
from structural inequalities.22 The rich may very well mistreat their own
youngsters but they can find many more outlets for frustrations and
anger and shift duties to other caregivers. Their options, and escape
from public scrutiny generally, are rarer for the poor, especially for
women—the great majority of direct caregivers—when birth control
has been regularly limited, a living wage uncertain, male partners unre-
liable, and authorities suspicious. 
The regular acceptance of violence and prevalence of youthful mortal-
ity have combined with the unreliability of diagnosis,23 jurisdictional com-
plications, and the continuing sense of adult entitlement to produce recur-
ring shortcomings in the data on abuse and neglect. Even when the great
majority of young deaths are “natural,” caused by illness, congenital dis-
ability, or accident, a significant group remains at least somewhat suspi-
cious as Ottawa lawyer Corinne Robertshaw discovered in her landmark
study for the federal department of Health and Welfare in 1981.24 The
recovery of unreported graves associated with institutions such as Nova
Scotia’s Ideal Maternity Home which operated seemingly respectably
from the 1920s until after World War II, and Manitoba’s Elkhorn residen-
tial school for native girls and boys provided further reminders just how
easily adults could make some youngsters disappear.25
CONFRONTING ABUSE AND LOSS
Canadians’ initial collective discovery of child abuse and neglect
occurred in the decades immediately before World War I when a gener-
ation of reformers first turned to rescue. Late 19th- and early 20th-cen-
tury provinces and reform-minded citizens were inspired by a growing
sentimentalization of childhood (at least for the middle class), an emerg-
ing women’s movement, and fears of social breakdown to enact
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unprecedented protections for the young. Initiatives, such as Ontario’s
Department of Neglected and Dependent Children (1893), Saskatch-
ewan’s Bureau of Child Protection (1900), and Nova Scotia’s Office of the
Superintendent of Neglected and Dependent Children (1911) reflected
both a growing attentiveness to children’s well-being and a determina-
tion to control community and domestic behaviour. 
While neglect, abuse, and even death in Canada’s Native residential
schools, schools for the deaf and the blind, orphanages, reformatories
and asylums have been documented as long-standing, early child welfare
authorities, with some noble exceptions such as Dr. Peter Bryce, medical
Inspector for the Department of Indian Affairs, who condemned Native
residential schools in 1907,26 paid little attention. In Quebec, the extended
authority of the Catholic Church further ensured that institutional
options, from orphanages to residential schools of every kind, remained
in favour well into the 20th century.27 Elsewhere, most urban reformers,
concentrating on assisting and disciplining the families of the urban poor,
were earlier critics of institutional life for newcomer, if not Native, chil-
dren. Fearing that institutions crippled initiative and bodies, they focused
on domestic solutions to the widespread distress. They frequently turned
to the removal of abused and neglected offspring from seemingly irre-
sponsible parents and their placement in substitute homes. Like many
custodians of orphanages before them, however, they also sometimes
understood that poverty was a direct cause of much tragedy.
While occasional stories, as with one Italian immigrant’s murder of
her abusive husband in Ontario in 1911, surfaced for extravagant cover-
age,28 family violence was rarely of special interest. Only feminist reform-
ers such as those in the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union targeted
domestic abuse, most commonly by violent and drunken men, as a
major cause for alarm but their discovery could be undermined by clas-
sism and racism. When organized feminism waned in the 1920s, its
insights were largely lost for nearly half a century.29 Indeed the general
decline of social reform movements after World War I meant that the fate
of youngsters largely slipped off the public agenda. 
Only in the 1960s and 1970s did youngsters’ abuse, neglect, and death
again begin to capture significant expert and public interest. Their emer-
gence, much like that earlier, was international. In 1960 the American Dr.
C. Henry Kempe organized a key event, a symposium on child abuse for
the American Academy of Pediatricians, where the term, the “battered
child syndrome” (BCS) first emerged. His much-cited 1962 article on
BCS summed up years of observations. In both the US and Canada the
response was swift. A virtual landslide of legislation required the manda-
tory reporting of abuse: northern pioneers included BC in 1967, Nova
Scotia in 1968, Newfoundland in 1969 and Alberta in 1970. By the end of
the latter decade most Canadian jurisdictions had some such provi-
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sion.30 Other initiatives, such as the Child Protection Committees of the
Montreal Children’s Hospital in 1962 and of the Winnipeg Children’s
Hospital in 1968 and the Calgary Child Abuse Advisory Committee in
1972 and a multidisciplinary child abuse team at Calgary’s Children’s
Hospital in 1974-75, followed.31 Provinces supported unprecedented
investigations: in 1972 Cyril Greenland produced his ground-breaking
report, Child Abuse in Ontario, followed a year later by Murray Fraser, J. P.
Anderson and K. Burns’s Child Abuse in Nova Scotia. Such professional ini-
tiatives were joined by feminist muck-raker Mary Van Stolk’s best-selling
The Battered Child in Canada (1972) which was specially commissioned
by Canadian publisher Jack McClelland, well-known for his sensitivity to
popular opinion.32 In 1977 leading social work scholar, Ralph Garber, a
Canadian who had been employed in the American child welfare field,
presented the findings of the Ontario Task Force on Child Abuse.33 The
House of Commons’ Standing Committee on Health, Welfare and Social
Affairs also took unprecedented steps in assessing child abuse and neg-
lect in 1974, 1975, and 1976.34 By 1977, leading social work scholar Ben-
jamin Schlesinger supplied another sign of renewed sensitivity with his
Child Abuse in Canada.35
This return of child welfare to the public agenda was unusual in its
particular attention to sexual abuse within families.36 While this had
been imbedded in stories uncovered by the earlier reformers and experts,
it had received very little explicit notice.37 In the context of the renewed
women’s movement, which provided the critical tools for understanding
the oppression of both children and women, however, silence was no
longer acceptable.38 In 1984, the federal government published Canada’s
most extensive study of child sexual abuse, the report of the Committee
on Sexual Offences Against Children and Youths. Its author, Calgary
social worker, Christopher Bagley concluded that 53% of adult Cana-
dian women and 31% of men had been sexually abused as youngsters.39
The unlocked floodgates produced a stream of Canadian victim-sur-
vivor narratives.40 Crusading journalist Judy Steed captured public atten-
tion, much like Van Stolk before her, with a riveting popular account, Our
Little Secret: Confronting Child Sexual Abuse in Canada (1994). The discov-
ery of sexual abuse, while closely related to other concerns in child wel-
fare, often stood out with respect to its inclusion of middle-class families
within the general story, although such seeming classlessness was not
convincing. Again it is useful to remember that abuse may be about
morality but it is also about power and the poor and the disadvantaged
generally have less of the latter. In any case, the discovery of child sexual
abuse enlightened Canadians as never before to the extent of children’s
oppression by adults. 
Despite increasing documentation of violence and sometimes death,
skeptics persisted. In 1978, Ontario’s Task Force on Child Abuse con-
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cluded that “major institutions and professions (especially physicians)”
typically failed to “effectively support child abuse reporting” and weak-
ened “the efforts of local Children’s Aid Societies.”41 The fact that some
Alberta child welfare professionals were subjecting young residents of a
Peace River treatment centre at much the same time to a behaviour mod-
ification regime that included eating dog food, urinating on their bed
sheets, and standing for 12 to 16 hours with their hands in water-filled
sinks, further suggests that even supposed experts might have difficulty
distinguishing abuse and discipline, just the failure that Marie-Aimée
Cliché has noted of parents.42 Closely related has been the recurring
unwillingness to believe children even when voices and bodies com-
municated distress and when corroboration was available.43 Recogni-
tion that youngsters, and the grown-ups they become, can lie and mis-
remember has readily translated into a wholesale refusal to listen. When
Ottawa lawyer Corinne Robertshaw set about to investigate the extent of
child abuse in Canada in the late 1970s, she found her efforts truncated.
The Toronto Star spoke for those who wondered why some authorities
wished to be spared the graphic details of the brutal stories she uncov-
ered.44 The appearance of a new, pseudo-scientific diagnosis, “False
Memory Syndrome,” in the last decades of the 20th century when Cana-
dians were deeply divided about unprecedented claims of sexual abuse
seemed very much in keeping with longstanding patterns of disbelief.45
Little wonder that NDP MP Margaret Mitchell was a target for laughter
when she raised the issue of violence against women in the House of
Commons in 1982. 
Despite resistance and the continuing problems with data, however, a
much clearer picture of children’s victimization was emerging. Canadians
learned, for example, that family members killed 1,326 children and youth
between 1974 and 2001, 84% under age 12. In 2006, Statistics Canada
reported that that the rates had stayed much the same over three
decades.46 Also newly visible were victims of Shaken Baby Syndrome
(SBS), estimated as at least 363 cases in 11 Canadian hospitals between 1988
and 1998. While data remained chronically uncertain, Canadians were
told in 2003 that “a minimum of 40 cases of SBS occur annually…from
which 8 children will die, a further 18 will have permanent neurological
injury requiring life-long assistance and 17 will be taken into foster care.”47
Indeed girls and boys under one year of age are clearly an especially vul-
nerable population. Like youngsters with disabilities, another group par-
ticularly subject to violence, infants and toddlers are likely to have less con-
tact with the world outside the family and less opportunity to make their
needs known. The requirements of their care can also produce great stress,
particularly if parents are isolated and young.48
In a century and more of state initiatives in child protection, Canadi-
ans also learned more about the perpetrators of violence. The failure,
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sometimes the inability, of many fathers and husbands to provide eco-
nomic and emotional support and their frequent intimidation of partners
and offspring contributed immeasurably to abuse. Many daughters and
sons died directly at the hands of their fathers, confirming the domi-
nant pattern of male perpetrators of homicide. Child deaths are, how-
ever, the one area of violence in which women have sometimes equalled
or surpassed the numbers of male offenders. Linda Gordon’s landmark
study, Heroes of Their Own Lives: The Politics and the History of Family Vio-
lence, Boston, 1880-1960, alerted historians to women’s capacity for the
abuse of children.49 While persisting unreliability of the data makes exact
calculation impossible, the fact that women regularly spend much more
time with offspring, that they are very likely to have been abused them-
selves, and that most have fewer options of escape than fathers helps
explain significant numbers of female perpetrators.50
Ontario social work scholar Cyril Greenland captured women’s par-
ticular vulnerability when he observed that maternal offenders in Ontario,
like many in the United Kingdom and the United States, have commonly
been teenagers, pregnant, depressed, previous wards of the state, brutal-
ized and/or abandoned by adult men, and most often economically mar-
ginal.51 Yet even as conditions spiral downward and children become the
outlets for lives gone wrong, women have often resisted surrenders that
appear only to confirm public failure at what has been commonly con-
sidered the pre-eminent duty of their sex. Many women also, as Green-
land and others have confirmed, engage in a variety of help-seeking
behaviours before they reach “the end of their tether, fearful that they
may lose control and harm their children.”52 While concrete aid has fre-
quently been absent or fleeting, communities have sometimes acknowl-
edged women’s frequently special predicament, much as with cases of
infanticide, in a greater unwillingness to prosecute female offenders.53
By the end of the 20th century the abuse and loss of youngsters were
familiar news to Canadians. While data remained less complete than
scholars would like, some patterns are obvious. Children and parents
who suffer systemic disadvantage have been massively overrepresented
in the long roll-call of violence. As we see next, public inquiries, like
coroners’ reports, into youthful victims that became a commonplace of
late 20th and early 21st century life, tell an uncomfortably familiar story. 
REPORTED AMONG THE MISSING: KIM, MATTHEW, AND SOPHIA
Public inquiries into child deaths in Canada are very much a phenom-
enon of the last decades of the 20th century.54 In particular, investiga-
tions into the murders of Kim Anne Popen (1975-1976), Matthew John
Vaudreuil (1986-1992), and Sophia Lynn Schmidt (1995-1996) illumi-
nate recurring problems and concerns in child welfare. As subjects of
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public inquiries and massive media coverage, their lives offer insights
into the larger phenomenon of systemic childhood vulnerability. In
particular, they embody the commonplace portrait of prolonged female
disadvantage and family fragility and repeated attention from child
welfare authorities. 
On 11 August 1976, Kim Anne Popen died at 19 months as a result of
head injuries. She had suffered multiple contusions and abrasions on her
face, head, extremities, and body, and there were signs of sexual abuse.
Kim’s mother, Jennifer Popen, pled guilty to manslaughter in December
1977 and was sentenced to seven years in prison. Her father, Annals
Popen, received one year in jail, a conviction later overturned. Kim’s death
and that of several other children in the mid- to late-1970s forced Ontario
to order a judicial inquiry.55 Judge H. Ward Allen considered the testi-
mony of family members, neighbours, social workers, medical profes-
sionals, and legal experts between March 1978 and October 1982 and pro-
duced the four-volume Judicial Inquiry into the Care of Kim Anne Popen by the
Children’s Aid Society of the City of Sarnia and the County of Lambton (1982).
Ten years later, Matthew John Vaudreuil was killed in Vancouver by
his mother, Verna. After years of abuse and neglect, the five-and-a-half-
year-old died of asphyxiation. Verna was convicted of manslaughter
and received a sentence of 10 years, reduced on appeal to four. Public
outrage forced British Columbia to commission the Gove Inquiry into
Child Protection. Between June 1994 and November 1995 Judge Thomas
Gove heard from government employees, social workers, medical care
providers, legal experts, and Verna Vaudreuil’s family and friends. In
1995, he released two volumes entitled Matthew’s Story and Matthew’s
Legacy which condemned the province’s child welfare system.56
A few months after the release of Gove’s report, nine-month-old
Sophia Lynn Schmidt was shaken to death in Winnipeg, Manitoba, by
her stepmother, Norma Jean Sinclair. The little girl had been living with
her father, Wade Tanner, and his new family that included three Sin-
clair boys, for two months. Sinclair pled guilty to manslaughter and was
sentenced to five years in prison. After conviction for criminal negli-
gence, Tanner faced four years. In February 2003, Judge Arnold Conner
released his inquest report under the Manitoba Fatal Inquiries Act. Like
Allen and Gove, the Winnipegger interrogated a throng of interested
parties, including social and support workers, medical and legal spe-
cialists, family and friends of Tanner and Sinclair. 
MATERNAL DISADVANTAGE
Women’s disadvantage is central to all three cases. The fact that a sig-
nificant number of public investigations into child deaths at the hands of
kin care-givers involves women as perpetrators reveals the particular
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nature of such horrendous events. Although many youngsters ultimately
die at the hands of their fathers or male adults, such homicides usually
occur in significantly different circumstances, notably when men set out
to punish adult women.57 Kids die and sometimes mothers and then
husbands-fathers frequently commit suicide. Such tragedies rarely gen-
erate public inquiries, although they may end in criminal prosecution. In
a curious way, they appear almost not to need explanation. This failure
to inquire further is not unusual. Male domestic violence is the com-
mon pattern. As one Canadian study has recently concluded, “the invis-
ibility of men who assault mothers, at all levels of child welfare, whether
practice, policy, or discourse, is so thorough and so profound that it
seems a conjuring trick.”58
In contrast, women implicated as perpetrators act out a scenario which
perplexes and fascinates observers. Their failures, unlike those of fathers
and husbands who are largely invisible in the great majority of inquiries,59
challenge important conventions of motherhood. Jennifer Popen, Verna
Vaudreuil, and Norma Jean Sinclair were not the figures envisioned in
contemporary prescriptions of parenthood. Indeed, the dominant ideol-
ogy of motherhood in Canada, as Marlee Kline observed in her explo-
rations of child welfare law and First Nations mothers, favours women of
certain races, classes, sexualities and abilities as more “appropriate for
motherhood than others.” Others confront “serious barriers and difficul-
ties.”60 What is more, since mothering is “presented as natural, neces-
sary, and universal, poverty, racism, heterosexism, and violence that often
distort the lives of non-conforming mothers are effectively erased.”61 Like
many others in their situation, the mothers of Kim, Matthew, and Sophia
operated outside the universalizing doctrine of contemporary mother-
hood. All three endured isolation, abuse, and disadvantage based in race
or disability and, always, class. Ultimately, the engagement of all three in
the lives of their offspring was deeply compromised.
Jennifer Popen, Verna Vaudreuil, and Norma Jean Sinclair had limited
access to what Kline terms the “matrix of behaviours deemed to consti-
tute ‘good’ mothering.”62 Trauma and alienation had long molded per-
sonal histories that left them regularly ill-equipped to trust others, to
communicate their own feelings or needs effectively, or to meet the
requirements of vulnerable youngsters. All three endured physical, sex-
ual and emotional abuse as children. At age six, Jennifer was abandoned
by her biological parents and left in the care of extended family members
who physically and sexually abused her; at age 11 she bore a baby.63
Verna experienced similar mistreatment, first at the hands of her parents
and then in foster care. At age 16, after abuse by her immediate family
and other kin, Norma Jean became a ward of the Winnipeg Child and
Family Services. In short, none of these “bad” mothers had much, if any,
experience of positive parenting.
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Male partners were similarly unreliable. Thirteen-year-old Jennifer
was forced to marry a stranger and to emigrate from Jamaica to Canada
where she knew no one.64 Her husband’s relatives did not welcome her
and he appeared unable to offer much emotional support. The Allen
inquiry summed up Annals Popen dismally as “a passive, docile, almost
plodding partner.”65 Vaudreuil lacked any steady companion. Matthew’s
father disappeared. When it came to her relationship with her son, other
men in her life were occasionally concerned but otherwise apparently
cautious or disinterested. The one boyfriend, Patrick Johnson, to alert
social services, was told that “‘they didn’t want to hear it’ and that they
didn’t deal with his ‘kind.’” The fact that he was Aboriginal hardly seems
coincidental to this dismissal.66 Another sad story emerged later in Win-
nipeg where fathers were again spectacularly absent or inadequate.
Norma Jean Sinclair was an Aboriginal woman who tried to escape alco-
hol addiction and life on the streets. Before she hit the headlines, she
bore four sons between 1990 and 1995. At various times, the first three
were apprehended and one, a victim of FASD, became a permanent
ward of Winnipeg Child and Family Services. The fathers of the first
three appear to have disappeared by the time Norma Jean had found
Wade Tanner, a man who also offered little as a husband or father when
he came home after work. The fact that he impregnated Sophia’s mother
while living with and impregnating Norma Jean told volumes about his
reliability and commitment. 
Jennifer, Verna, and Norma Jean had little to offset the shortcomings
of families and male partners. A Black stranger in a new land, Jennifer
had left behind whatever networks she might have had in Jamaica.
Members of Canada’s own Black community did not appear as visible
interveners in the domestic tragedy that unfolded. Although Verna’s
friends and neighbours and Norma Jean’s extended kin all offered occa-
sional help with babysitting, car rides and finances, such supports could
not counter worsening situations. Family members and neighbours,
whose circumstances may well have been not much better, faced women
who proved extremely difficult to help as they cycled downward into
disaster. Wary, unskilled, and, one suspects, angry, the three mothers
were increasingly isolated.
Alienation was further guaranteed by race and disability. As a poor
Black Caribbean immigrant, Popen was immediately on the margin of
dominant Canadian notions of respectable motherhood.67 The notable
absence of any mention of her race and immigrant status in much press
coverage of Kim’s death or the judicial inquiry eloquently conveys the
refusal to confront racism. Some three decades later, Sinclair also stood
far from the Canadian mainstream. As an urban Aboriginal woman in
the early 21st century, however, she could benefit, at least somewhat,
from unprecedented awareness of racial disadvantage. Over the years,
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Norma Jean sought help in mothering from various Winnipeg agencies
and associations, including those run by and for Aboriginal women.
None, however, could cope with the extent of the disaster looming for a
young woman who fought to stay off the streets and to parent too many
needy children.
As a white woman, Verna Vaudreuil might have been one step ahead
of Jennifer and Norma Jean but she too had prejudices to confront.
While not Native herself, she and, most directly, Matthew, were betrayed
by the racism that helped discount a boyfriend’s warning. Verna also
grew up with significant learning and behavioural injuries that left her
convinced that she was mentally handicapped.68 While often encour-
aged and even ordered to take instruction in parenting, personal
hygiene, and homemaking, improvements seemed beyond her. A life-
time of poor educational outcomes accustomed her to failure. 
As marginalized women, Jennifer, Verna, and Norma Jean had good
reason to fear child welfare services. Longstanding personal histories
handicapped them in performing even the semblance of respectable
mainstream mothering. Even before children died, these adults were
clear candidates for maternal failure. When death arrived for Kim,
Matthew, and Sophia, it was hardly unexpected. Like the women
responsible for them, they had not been in good shape for some time. 
Poverty informed all of their longstanding disabilities. In life as in
death, the victims and their parents were defined by their economic cir-
cumstances. This reality nevertheless went largely unmentioned by the
three inquiries. The inability of Kim Popen’s parents to make ends meet
emerged as little more than background noise in the general story of
violence and pain. When Kim was born, her mother was 16 years old,
without independent income and with few skills that could translate
into economic well-being. Her grade 8 educated 35-year-old husband
made an uncertain living in construction. The family was repeatedly
forced to shift residence in the months before Kim’s birth. Verna Vau-
dreuil grew up with little to call her own and her family had nothing to
pass on to make life easier. As an adult with limited skills and significant
handicaps, she survived on meagre government support. Matthew was
underfed and close to tatters even as Verna begged and borrowed from
social workers and friends. 
Sophia Schmidt was similarly mired in longstanding poverty. At the
time of her death, she was living in a one-bedroom apartment with
three boys all under six and an overwhelmed stepmother. Before Sophia
arrived, Sinclair had fought to stay sober, regained custody of her first
two sons, and given birth to another boy. Coping with three youngsters
on the income of an unskilled breadwinner soon, however, proved close
to overwhelming. When her stepdaughter arrived, the stage was clearly
set for disaster and by the time Sophia’s father got laid off, stress and
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conflict were ever-present. By January 1996, Sinclair told her social
worker that she “had asked Tanner to leave the home and to take Sophia
with him.”69 Even as the family and social workers struggled to find a
solution, Sophia died. 
The family legacies of Sophia, Matthew, and Kim jeopardized them
even before birth. There was little mystery to the problems they encoun-
tered. Whatever their awareness of the larger context in which these
individual tragedies unfolded, however, Judges Allen, Gove, and Conner
ultimately concentrated on the failings of the child welfare system. The
bigger picture remained out of focus. Their investigations provided a
further demonstration of the sad reality summed up by social work
authority, Andrew Armitage, who concluded that child welfare
remained disconnected “to issues of child poverty” even as the number
of families and children in dire circumstances continued to increase in
the late 20th century. 70
INTERVENTIONS AND JUDGMENTS: THE RESPONSE OF CHILD WELFARE
AUTHORITIES AND THE INQUIRIES 
These youngsters became best known in death but the precipice before
them had been repeatedly mapped. Just as Cyril Greenland noted in
1978, child victims have been commonly well known to protection agen-
cies.71 Doctors and social workers identified Kim Popen as a victim at two
months of age. The pediatrician who saw her in the hospital already
suspected something was badly wrong. Less than four weeks later, Kim
was back for attention and her family physician was reporting suspi-
cions.72 At eight months, she was apprehended by the local Children’s
Aid Society. Despite a social worker ’s assessment that “if Kim were
returned to her parents she would be in her grave in three months,”73
she was sent back to die a few weeks later.
Judge Allen vilified the social workers, admonished the medical pro-
fessionals and police, and criticized Ontario’s management of child wel-
fare cases and reporting of mistreatment. While his inquiry enhanced
public and state awareness of child abuse,74 he failed to pay much atten-
tion to the preceding predicament of the young mother. Jennifer’s voice
is markedly absent in the report. Indeed, she is deliberately silenced,
deemed by the judge to be unreliable, contradictory and inconsistent.75
Allen effectively crucifies the bad mother in the first pages of his report
and never really acknowledges the desperate situation of an isolated
young Black immigrant.
In five short years, Matthew encountered over 60 professionals alerted
to his plight. Several observers believed that Matthew should be appre-
hended. So, sometimes, did his mother. While Verna first hoped to keep
her son out of foster care, which she personally knew too well, she des-
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perately sought respite care as he grew older. The only official response
was the assessment that this troubled client was trying to “take advan-
tage of the system.” At age three, Matthew went into a foster home for
two weeks on the condition that Verna take life skills and parenting
courses.76 In March 1990, the foster mother withdrew services because
“she could not handle his mother.”77 What got lost was the fact that
Verna herself had concluded that she was an unfit mother. She was not
believed and authorities endeavoured to force her to live up to expecta-
tions of normalcy. For the next two years Matthew remained neglected,
malnourished, and tortured while slipping under the radar of social and
medical support workers. In 1992 Verna moved with Matthew and her
boyfriend to Vancouver where the adults once again sought assistance
and respite. On 8 July 1992, the little boy died. 
Judge Gove criticized the preoccupation of child welfare workers
with improving Verna. That focus, something that didn’t emerge in the
earlier Ontario investigation, meant that they paid insufficient attention
to Matthew’s well-being. Gove interpreted his mandate for child pro-
tection to mean a narrow focus on young victims. He wanted Matthew’s
tragedy to be used to “improve the way British Columbia protects chil-
dren.”78 It was easy to interpret this as justifying more apprehensions
rather than addressing long-standing maternal disadvantage. The delin-
quent mother once again emerged ultimately as no more than a sidebar
to the main story of battered children.
A comparison of the three inquiries does, however, suggest some
shifts. Over the years, Canadian welfare agencies, spurred by feminist
and anti-racist scholarship and activism, appeared increasingly sensi-
tive to the dilemmas facing underprivileged mothers. By the end of the
20th century, many non-profit groups and public agencies recognized
the value of assisting women. Norma Jean Sinclair appears to have con-
nected with a team of knowledgeable support workers who appreci-
ated at least something of her predicament.79 Unfortunately, such assis-
tance failed mother and step-daughter. A cascade of misunderstandings
and misrepresentations placed an unwanted baby with an overwhelmed
mother. As Judge Conner concluded, “Having regard to Sinclair ’s dys-
functional background and history…it was reasonably foreseeable that
Sinclair would become overburdened and overwhelmed caring for the
four young children. Common sense dictates this conclusion.”80 This
admission in 2003 is far removed from Judge Allen’s failure in 1982 to
acknowledge the special predicament of a young immigrant mother.
After 20 years and many victims, the Conner inquiry understood that
even well-meaning mothers can be pushed beyond endurance.
Despite signs of growing willingness to acknowledge poverty and
systemic disadvantage, including racism, the spotlight of all three
inquiries ultimately, however, remained on the shortcomings of child
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welfare operations. That fundamental orientation was entirely consistent
with the surging neo-liberalism of the late 20th and early 21st centuries.
Even as this gnawed away at the foundations of social security in gen-
eral, disentitled impoverished populations, abandoned equality agendas,
and further entrenched the well-to-do, it blamed those on the margins
for failure of will.81 As Andrew Armitage emphasized in his hard-hit-
ting indictment of the Gove inquiry, the continuing preoccupation with
managerial and professional solutions missed the point when it came to
assisting vulnerable children and youth.82 The result too easily rein-
forced temptations to blame child neglect “on the deficiencies of indi-
vidual mothers,” not to mention those of social workers, not coinciden-
tally a largely female constituency, and to ignore “more systemic
oppressive relations including historical and continuing colonialist and
racist practices.”83
CONCLUSION
When compared to the numbers who die of traffic-related or other
avoidable injury, girls and boys, like Kim, Matthew, and Sophia, who
perish at the hands of care-givers, remain relatively few. Such victims are
not, however, inconsequential. As child abuse and death expert, Cyril
Greenland has repeatedly reminded Canadians, such deaths are merely
the tip of an iceberg.84 Many thousands more have been wounded in
spirit and body. Except for surges of preoccupation with child welfare
before World War I and in the last decades of the 20th century and
beyond, the peril of vulnerable youngsters has remained, nevertheless,
too often invisible to the public eye. Still less likely to be systematically
acknowledged has been the frequent plight of mothers, particularly
those who are especially disadvantaged by class, race, and disability,
who constitute the overwhelming majority of caregivers. Even well-
intentioned public inquiries readily perpetuate and rework prescrip-
tions of socially acceptable mothering that ultimately let communities
and policy-makers off the hook by condemning individuals, most com-
monly mothers but social workers as well. Despite becoming more
attuned to the complexities of women’s lives as parents at the end of the
20th century and beyond, child welfare inquiries have generally made
little more than glancing reference to the systemic disadvantage of
women and the poor in general. Ultimately, it has often proved easier for
Canadians to take violence and death for granted than to address the
fundamental conditions that do so much to generate sad stories. The
legacy of poverty, isolation and abuse inherited by women such as Jen-
nifer Popen, Verna Vaudreuil, and Norma Jean Sinclair has rendered
their progeny almost automatically vulnerable. For all the hopes of
Judges Allen, Gove, and Conner, like those expressed by Ted Hughes in
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his 2006 BC Children and Youth Review with which this article began,
messing with the mechanics of child welfare offers little prospect of sig-
nificantly improving the lot of youngsters. Ultimately, their optimal
development relies on committing Canadians and their governments
to addressing long-standing inequalities that direct so many women
and children to despair.85
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